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ABSTRACT:

Canopy density maps express different characteristics of forest stands, especially in woodlands. Obtaining such maps by field
measurements is so expensive and time-consuming. It seems necessary to find suitable techniques to produce these maps to be used
in sustainable management of woodland ecosystems. In this research, a robust procedure was suggested to obtain these maps by very
high spatial resolution aerial imagery. It was aimed to produce canopy density maps by UltraCam-D aerial imagery, newly taken in
Zagros woodlands by Iran National Geographic Organization (NGO), in this study. A 30 ha plot of Persian oak (Quercus persica)
coppice trees was selected in Zagros woodlands, Iran. The very high spatial resolution aerial imagery of the plot purchased from
NGO, was classified by kNN technique and the tree crowns were extracted precisely. The canopy density was determined in each cell
of different meshes with different sizes overlaid on the study area map. The accuracy of the final maps was investigated by the
ground truth obtained by complete field measurements. The results showed that the proposed method of obtaining canopy density
maps was efficient enough in the study area. The final canopy density map obtained by a mesh with 30 Ar (3000 m2) cell size had
80% overall accuracy and 0.61 KHAT coefficient of agreement which shows a great agreement with the observed samples. This
method can also be tested in other case studies to reveal its capability in canopy density map production in woodlands.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zagros woodlands cover a vast area of Zagros mountain
ranges stretching from Piranshahr (Western Azerbaijan
Province), NW Iran, to the vicinity of Firoozabad (Fars
Province) in SW Iran, having an average length and width of
1,300 and 200 km, respectively. Classified as semi-arid, Zagros
woodlands cover 5 million hectares and consist 40% of Iran’s
forests (SaghebTalebi et al. 2003).

The signs of agriculture in these woodlands date back to
9000 BC and some studies show the old history of its vegetation
cover (Djamali et al., 2009). Detailed and accurate thematic
maps of these woodlands are needed for assessment of the flora
and faunal biodiversity as well as for their sustainable
management. The conventional way of ground measurements
for map production can be tedious and time-consuming, whilst
the use of geographical information system (GIS) and remote
sensing may speed up the process and provide for a more
efficient option.

Thematic maps show the spatial distribution of
identifiable earth surface features and it provides an
informational description over a given area. Image classification
is the process used to produce thematic maps from remote
sensing imagery (Schowengerdt, 2007). Canopy density maps,
as a specific type of thematic maps, are important data that can
be derived from remote sensing imagery. These maps can be
applied in assessing and monitoring forest changes (e.g. Wang
et al., 2004; Thomson et al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2008).

Forest density defined as the percent area occupied by the
vertical projection of tree crowns, is a common concept in
forestry and of wide interest in both scientific studies and
political decisions (Rudnicki et al., 2004; Suganuma et al,.
2006).

Also it has recently become an important part of forest
inventories (Wiliams et al. 2003; Rautiainen et al. 2005;
Korhonen et al. 2006; Zeng et al., 2008). Canopy density is
completely related to the shape of a tree crown and its vertical
projection, so automatic classification of remote sensing
imagery using pixel-based approaches and their spectral content
are not well suited for canopy cover mapping.

In most researches, the mentioned definition was not
taken in to consideration (e.g. Nandy et al., 2003; Zeng et al.,
2008) and in other studies that remote sensing imagery was
applied for obtaining canopy density maps, the canopy
reflectance and related indices (AVI, NDVI and etc) were
utilized for classification (e.g. Roy et al., 1996; Rikimaru et al.,
2002; Azizi et al., 2008; Panta et al., 2008).

However, the definition of canopy density was considered
in a few studies. In FRA2000 programme, the canopy density
was defined as the fraction of 1 square km cells covered by
canopy of trees in field measurements. Also Kral (2009)
measured different canopy classes in 1000 square m cells in
field survey and on color-infrared orthophotos. Carreiras et al.
(2006) used dot grid method to distinguish five canopy cover
classes of interest in 120 m × 120 m square plots.

Estimating canopy cover over large forest and woodlands
has been a focal point in the remote sensing community since
the launch of satellites and public availability of resulting data.
Additionally, these data also facilitate spatial delineation of
vegetation density maps through various techniques using
satellite imagery in conjunction with GIS and phytosociological
ground data. In addition, these data techniques can be combined
for spatial prediction and modeling of the vegetation’s
biophysical properties. With better spectral and spatial
resolution of satellite, higher scale of interpretation and more
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extensive ground truthing led to improvement in estimation of
forest cover data in the recent years (Franklin, 2001;
Schowengerdt, 2007).

The National Geographic Organization (NGO), Iran, is
taking very high spatial resolution aerial imagery by UltraCam-
D (UCD) camera that can be applied in different activities
including forest mensuration. Because of the high spatial
resolution of the imagery, landscape features such as shrubs,
anthropogenic features, and trees in woodlands are readily
apparent and visually identifiable and they can be measured
directly on the imagery.

Despite previous studies, it still is vague for some
scientists how to measure the canopy density in a unit area. The
objective of this study is to develop a methodology for
automatic derivation of canopy density maps applying very high
spatial resolution (VHSR) airborne UCD imagery in Zagros
woodlands, Iran. A robust procedure is also suggested to
determine the optimal unit area for canopy density
measurement.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Study Area

The study site is located in Yasuj city, Kohgiluye-va-
BoyerAhmad province, Iran, between 51° 36´ 42” to 51°37´ 01”
E and 30° 37´ 31” to 30° 37´51” N (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Map identifying the location of Kohgiluye-va-
BoyerAhmad province relative to Iran and the study area.

The minimum and maximum elevations are 1150 and
1380 m, respectively. The mean annual precipitation and
temperature are 460 mm and 24.6 °C, respectively. A 30 ha plot
(500 × 600 m) fully covered with Persian oak (Quercus persica)
as the most frequent tree species in Zagros woodlands, was
selected for this research (Fig. 2). Most of the trees have
coppice structure in this region with lots of branches and round
crowns (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. The study area covered with Persian oak trees.

Figure 3. Coppice structure of Persian oak trees in the study
area.

2.2 UCD imagery

UCD VHSR aerial imagery newly taken in Iran was
applied in this study to investigate its potential to measure
canopy cover in Zagros woodlands. As these data has very high
spatial resolution (0.06 m), it is expected to detect and extract
crown boundaries of trees more precisely compared to other
high-resolution remote sensing data, available in Iran (e.g.
B&W aerial photographs, satellite imagery like IKONOS and
Quickbird).

The FL (Focal Length) and IFOV (Instant Field of View)
of camera used to take this imagery are 101.4 mm and 37°,
respectively. The resulting imagery has 7500 × 11500 pixels
with 5 panchromatic, RGB and infrared bands. The height of
the plane carrying the camera is about 700 m a.s.l.
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Compared to common B&W aerial photographs taken in
Iran since 1955, the features in UCD imagery have less
displacement due to its small IFOV, the covered area (about 50
ha) and the flying height. This characteristic makes it a suitable
data for vertical measurement of features like trees.

Although, it should be mentioned that the size of each
image file is so big (more than 400 mb) that makes it difficult to
work with them in large areas and big projects. The applied
imagery of the study area was taken in 22 Dec. 2008 and its
scale is 1:7000 (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. The UCD imagery of the study area.

2.3 image classification

Traditional pixel-based image classification approaches
have some limitations with the use of very high spatial
resolution imagery. Object-oriented classification method, as an
alternative to pixel-based approach, is considered to overcome
the limitations. Object-oriented classification method analyzes
groups of contiguous pixels as objects instead of using the
conventional pixel-based classification unit (Yu et al., 2006; Li
and Cheng, 2009).

In addition, with spectrally homogeneous segments of
images, both spectral values and spatial properties, such as size
and shape, can be explicitly utilized as features for further
classification. The basic idea of this process is to group the
spatially adjacent pixels into spectrally homogenous objects
first, and then conduct classification on objects as the minimum
processing units (Yu et al., 2006; Gamanya et al., 2007).

K-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) widely used because of the
implementation simplicity, the clarity of theory and the
excellent classification performance is a common classification
method. It can achieve high accuracy in the classification of
high resolution remote sensing images (Li and Cheng, 2009).

The UCD imagery of the study area was classified by kNN
classification algorithm using training sets and testing sets
carefully selected on the imagery. Also different nearest
neighbours including k=1 to k=10 were applied and the results
were tested comparing to the real canopy cover of the study area
to find out the most suitable one. Two main classes of tree
crowns and other features were separated on the UCD imagery
by kNN classification technique.

2.4 map production

It was necessary to define the unit that canopy density
should be measured in it. As it was vague for the authors which
size (1 square km or 120 × 120 square plots) was suitable for
canopy density measurements, different sizes (0.5 Ar (50 m2) to
350 Ar (35000 m2)) were tested to find the most suitable one
due to their KHAT coefficient and overall accuracy of the maps.

Classifying the imagery by kNN technique into two main
classes of “tree crown” and “others”, meshes with different cell
sizes ranging from 0.5 Ar to 350 Ar were overlaid the classified
imagery. The canopy cover of each cell is determined related to
its surface area and the final mesh is classified due to the
defined classes by IRAN Forests, Rangelands and Watershed
Organization (FRWO). The tree map layer was generated from
very high spatial resolution UCD imagery and therefore the best
accuracy assessment is the use of field validation methods.
Confusion matrixes made between field measurements and
maps were applied to assess the accuracy of the final canopy
cover maps by overall accuracy and KHAT coefficient
(Zimmerman et al., 2010; Paine and Kiser, 2012).

3. RESULTS

The suggested procedure produced the canopy density
map of the study area applying UCD VHSR aerial imagery. It
was necessary to orthorectify the imagery before classification
so the UCD imagery was firstly orthorectified by 1:25000
topographic maps and 6 points with 0.28 cell RMSE (X
RMSE=0.26 cells and Y RMSE=0.09 cells).

It was vague for the authors which k is the most suitable
one and comparing the results of different kth nearest neighbour
(1 to 10), it was concluded that k=4 is the most suitable one
with no significant difference between the estimated canopy
cover by UCD image classification (48.7%) and the ground
truth (48.5%) (t=0.04 at 0.05 level). As mentioned, the UCD
imagery was classified by kNN classification technique (k=4)
into two classes of tree crowns and other features (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. A part of UCD imagery classified by
kNN technique with k=4.
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Overlaying different meshes with different cell sizes on
the classified UCD imagery and ground truth, the canopy
density of each cell was calculated and compared to each other.
The overall classification accuracy and the KHAT coefficient of
agreement of different meshes with different cell sizes are
shown in Fig. 6 and 7 obtained by cell-by-cell comparison of
the ground truth and unclassified canopy density maps.

As it was expected, the increasing trend of overall
accuracy and KHAT coefficient started in the 0.5 Ar map and
continued up to the map with 40 Ar cells. This increasing trend
became flat after the 40 Ar map.

Figure 6. Overall accuracy of all canopy density maps.

Figure 7. KHAT coefficient of all canopy density maps.

As observed in Fig. 6 and 7; the trend of overall accuracy
and KHAT coefficient started to be plane at 10 Ar mesh and the
line became plane at 40 Ar mesh in the both figures.
Consequently, 8 maps with 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 Ar
were selected for further studies.

It was aimed to find the least size with the best accuracy
and agreement with the ground truth. Between all of the maps,
the mentioned eight maps were chosen to analyse their overall
accuracies and KHAT coefficients after filtering the boundaries
of canopy density classes. Filtering the selected maps to smooth
the boundaries, their overall accuracy and KHAT coefficient
were calculated again by confusion matrix method (Table 1).

A systematic dot grid with 30 points (in a 100 × 100 m
mesh) were overlaid on the filtered 8 canopy density maps and
the ground truth to obtain the confusion matrix applied to
calculate the mentioned indices. In each point, a circular 800 m2

plot was overlaid on the ground truth and its canopy density

was calculated and compared with the final canopy density
maps obtained from UCD aerial imagery to figure out if it was
correct and the put the results in the confusion matrix.

Overall accuracy (%)KHAT coefficientCell size (Ar)

56.70.2310

76.70.5712

700.4315

73.30.5320

66.70.4125

800.6130

73.30.4935

800.5940

Table 1. The analyses of final canopy density maps.

As observed in Table 1, the overall accuracy and KHAT
coefficient of the investigated maps improved with increasing
the cell size of the mesh from 10 Ar to 40 Ar. The lowest
overall accuracy and KHAT coefficient were in the map
resulted from 10 Ar mesh (56.7% and 0.23 respectively). The
trend of improvement continued till 12 Ar mesh and after that, it
fluctuated smoothly and the amounts of the indices went up and
down till 40 Ar mesh.

The results presented in Table 1 also showed that the
canopy density map with 30 Ar cell size (80% overall accuracy
and 0.61 KHAT coefficient) was the most suitable map to show
the canopy density of the study area (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Canopy density map with 30 Ar cell size.
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4. CONCLUSION

The canopy density map of Zagros woodlands is one of
the most important datasets necessary in sustainable
management of these valuable woodlands (Jazirehi and
Ebrahimi Rostaghi, 2003.). In order to obtain this map, an
intensive and laborious field work is inevitable which is not
possible in most cases, e.g. Zagros woodlands because of their
vastness and being spread in mountainous areas. Remotely
sensed imagery can therefore be helpful in this circumstance
(Franklin, 2001; Schowengerdt, 2007). This research was aimed
to produce canopy cover maps of these woodlands applying
UltraCam-D VHSR aerial imagery which is newly taken by
NGO, Iran. A robust procedure was consequently suggested in
this research for this purpose.

In the first step, the VHSR imagery was classified by kNN
technique to distinguish two classes of tree crowns and other
features. As mentioned above, it was vague for the authors
which nearest neighbour was the most suitable one for the
image classification. In order to find this point out, different
nearest neighbours (k=1 to 10) were tested and the results
showed that k=4 was the best for the imagery of the study area.
In different researches, different nearest neighbours were
applied depending on their subjects (e.g. Holmstrom, 2002; Yu
et al., 2006; Thessler et al., 2008; Guru et al., 2010) and the
comparison between the ground truth and canopy cover resulted
from different ks showed that k=4 was the best choice in this
research. It is so concluded that optimal k in this classification
method depends on the remote sensing data used and the
objectives of the study and it is not always possible to prescribe
the optimal k for all studies.

As observed in Fig. 6 and 7; the overall accuracy and
KHAT coefficient of the maps improved as the cell size of the
meshes increased. This happened because as the cell size was
increase, less cell numbers were in the mesh and there were
more similarities between the ground truth and the produced
canopy density map. We selected eight of these maps as
explained above (Table 1) because we wanted to select the first
map with optimum indices observed. Although the accuracy of
the maps increased with increasing the cell sizes (Fig. 6 and 7),
it was aimed to find a balance between the accuracy and the
classes of canopy density on the maps.

As observed in Table 1, the overall accuracy and KHAT
coefficient of the investigated maps improved with increasing
the cell size of the mesh either and the lowest overall accuracy
and KHAT coefficient were in the 10 Ar map (56.7% and 0.23
respectively). This happened because of the great number of
canopy density classes compared to other maps in Table 1. As
the number of the canopy density polygons increased, the
probability of misclassifications increased too.

It also should be mentioned that each one of these maps in
Table 1 could have different numbers of density classes
detected depending on the cell size of the applied meshes. The
10 Ar map, for example, had all canopy density classes (0-5%,
5-10%, 10-25%, 25-50%, 50-75% and 75-100%) although this
was not the case for the 40 Ar map. It was concluded that the
results showed that the 30 Ar cell size (80% overall accuracy
and 0.61 KHAT coefficient) was the most suitable map (Fig. 8)
but other maps could be applicable due to the objective of the
study. If it was needed to find all of the density classes in an
area (for management practices like plantations), maps with
small cell size are suggested but if the accuracy of the final map
was more important for the users, the maps with optimal indices
of overall accuracy and KHAT are proposed.

It was also concluded that the UCD VHSR imagery could
produce a precise map of the tree crowns in the study area due
to its high spatial resolution. In previous studies, remotely
sensed datasets with less spatial resolution were applied for this
objective (e,g, Naseri et al., 2004; Carreiras et al., 2006;
Mallinis et al., 2007; Azizi et al., 2008).

It was explained the one of the advantages of the
proposed method to produce canopy density maps in this study
was that users can choose different maps according to their
needs. As the cell size decreases, more detailed parts of each
density class can be detected on the map. Another advantage of
this method was that the definition of canopy density was
considered producing canopy density maps. It was ignored in
some other studies. It helps users make management decisions
in woodlands more efficiently.

According to the results, it was concluded that the
proposed approach was efficient enough in the study area and it
is suggested to test the method in other parts of Zagros
woodlands to prove its capability in future researches.
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